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Query: I am writing to find out the number of patients' medical records that have gone

missing within your organisation. Specifically I would like to know:

 Every instance where a record/document has gone missing.

 For each instance a brief description of what happened and what the

resolution was (e.g. Laptop was lost on train, files were mislaid etc…)

 For each instance how many records went missing. If an exact figure is

not possible an estimation of how many disappeared is OK.

I would like this information going back for the last three years - with the above

questions organised by year.

e.g.

2009

Laptop lost on train during business trip - 20 records mislaid.

2010

Broken computer - 30 records mislaid.



Response: Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has the following number of missing

case notes on the Patient Administrations System and theft of an encrypted

laptop from a 3rd party contractor:

Year
Number of

Records
Details

2008 2

1716

Case notes Mislaid

Encrypted laptop taken by force from 3rd party contractor

containing minimal clinical data. Case reported to ICO and

closed by ICO.

2009 2 Case notes mislaid

2010 3 Case notes mislaid

In relation to the missing case notes, please note that these have last been

tracked within the Trust premises and would have not left the premises to the

best of our knowledge. The Trust believes they are probably misfiled within

the medical record library. It is most likely that they have been returned to the

Medical Records Department within another volume of case notes and will be

located once that volume is extracted at some future point. As such, the risks

associated with these cases are deemed to be very low.


